and macroscopic Kelvin probe are close within the error of about 10-30% for large studied objects, whereas scanning Kelvin probe microscope signal decreases, when the object size becomes smaller than 1.4 µm. CPD and electric field signals measured using many-pass technique allowed us to estimate the influence of electrostatic field disturbance, especially, in the case of small objects.
Introduction
The contact potential difference (CPD) between two materials is closely related to their work functions, but usually CPD is influenced by adsorption or oxide layers if measured at ambient conditions [1] . A common method to measure CPD in air is based on the vibrating capacitor method or Kelvin method [2] . Commercially available macroscopic Kelvin probe instruments (MKP) have smallest probe diameter about 50 µm, which limit their lateral resolution to about 100 µm. However, CPD resolution of such instruments is very high being about a few mV [3] . Photo-electron emission spectroscopy may be used to obtain spatially resolved maps of work function with high accuracy, but it requires vacuum conditions [4] . Scanning Kelvin probe microscopy (SKPM) is successfully employed for CPD measurements of micron or submicron objects [5, 6] , but there is a number of delicate moments concerning measurement itself and data interpretation as well. SKPM lateral resolution depends on probe geometry, tip quality, tip-surface distance, and feedback fine tuning [7] [8] [9] .
Opposite to MKP instrument, SKPM is sensitive to local change of electric field, caused for example by sharp topographic features, steps and other topography changes [2, 10] . In most works, authors compare SKPM results with either literature data or with data measured by photo-electron emission spectroscopy [8, [11] [12] [13] .
Taking into account large variations of measured values of work function for the same material prepared by different methods and characterized by different techniques, it is desirable to measure the same sample in similar conditions (in our case, at ambient conditions). Besides it is known, that CPD signal, measured by SKPM, is size dependent and generally shows smaller values on submicron objects [2, 14] . Also a reduction of the work-function value has been observed in the vicinity of steps and edges on highly oriented pyrolytic graphite and metals [15] .
In this work we compare CPD values measured by MKP and SKPM techniques at ambient conditions.
Experimental
Several types of samples were used in the experiments. 
Results and discussion
Both MKP and SKPM measure CPD using vibrating capacitor principle, where sample and vibrating probe form the two electrodes of a capacitor. MKP measures CPD signal averaged over a region equal to the probe area of about 2 mm in our case.
Electric field between MKP probe and a sample is rather homogeneous in contrast to SKPM ( Fig. 1 ).
MKP detects ac-current i ac , induced by the probe vibration [2] , and nullify it applying external voltage U ext :
where ΔΦ is a work function difference between the tip and the sample, and e is the elementary charge. C is the capacitance of the probe-sample capacitor, which is periodically modulated by a vibrating probe over the sample surface:
where A is the Kelvin probe area (macro-probe diameter), ε -the dielectric constant of the medium (the air in the present experiments) between the probe and the sample, ε 0 -the electric constant, ω -the frequency of the probe vibration, z 0 -the probe-sample distance (z 0 >> Δz), and Δz -the amplitude of the probe vibration.
Detailed description of the MKP technique can be found in [2] .
Both EFM and SKPM images are constructed from the first harmonic (1ω) component of force F acting between tip and sample surface [16] :
where C t is the capacitance of the tip-surface configuration, E s = σ/ε 0 (1 + κ) is the field due to an infinite sheet of uniform charge σ, κ is the dielectric constant of sample material, ∂C t /∂z is the partial derivative of the tip-surface capacitance with respect to the tip-surface separation, U dc and U ac =U 1 sin(ωt) are the dc and ac voltages applied to the tip, and U s is the surface potential or contact potential. EFM is also called openloop SKPM. In contrast, SKPM mode use feedback loop, where U dc is varied to nullify the force, so that F=0 at U dc = U s =ΔΦ/e.
In standard SKPM mode, CPD is measured during the second scan (the socalled, Lift mode), when the tip is lifted of 10-100 nm above the sample surface, and the tip trajectory follows the AFM topography profile, which was recorded during the first scan. The smaller is the tip-surface separation; the better is CPD resolution [8] .
However, the influence of topography becomes more pronounced at close distances.
The problem is related to the electric field tending to concentrate at the sharp protrusions or steps. Therefore, even Lift mode is not able to compensate fully an increase of electric field at the edge of protruding objects. First term in equation 3
describes electrostatic interaction of a tip with flat surface, where E s is uniform electric field produced by an infinite sheet of uniform charge σ. Let us suppose that one has a sample surface with some sharp features on top and applies some voltage to the sample. As a result, electrons will be redistributed over surface, and electric field will be concentrated at sharp features. The electrostatic force acting on AFM tip will be higher over sharp features in comparison to the force over flat surface. It means that AFM tip will sense different voltage values in the two regions. Therefore, when SKPM signal is normalized to the value at the flat region, artefacts will appear on SKPM images above sharp features (for example, some are marked by arrows in Figs. 2b,c). The CPD value correlates with topographic height of the Pt particles, observed as bright points in Fig. 2b : it is larger for the higher particles. For example, the height of the particle No.1(No.2) is 18(98) nm, and its CPD is by 33(160) mV larger than that of the flat Pt region. Note that in order to minimize the electrostatic contribution to the topographic signal, U ac used to oscillate tip during SKPM has to be as small as possible.
To exclude the influence of topography on SKPM signal, we prepared metallic (Al, Ni or Pt) islands with lateral size l=25 µm much larger than their height h=50 nm (l >> h). A region of small islands was formed for SKPM measurements using shadow mask technique at one side of the sample (Fig. 2a) , whereas a large metal stripe was prepared at the other side of the same sample for MKP measurements. The shadow mask technique was used because sample surface is not treated by any chemicals and thus cannot be contaminated. Probably, CPD signal measured by SKPM was lower due to the long range electrostatic interaction of the tip cone and the cantilever itself with the sample surface [8] . However, the agreement between two methods is satisfactory and reproducible. The use of shadow mask deposition technique did not allow us to create metal islands with sharp edges. Therefore, Au/Cr patterns were prepared on Si wafer using electron beam lithography to estimate a decrease of the CPD signal measured in SKPM mode upon a decrease of object size (Fig. 3) . Large amount of fabricated figures gives us an opportunity to obtain sufficient number of images and to exclude damaged objects. Cr underlayer provides good adhesion especially for small objects and prevents their displacement by AFM tip during scanning. Physisorbed Au particles displacement caused by the tip movement occurs frequently both on HOPG and Si wafer surfaces.
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We focused our attention on two types of objects, as most appropriated for an investigation of the CPD dependence on the object area. They are the isosceles triangles with acute angle and a set of circles of different diameters. Taking into account spherical symmetry of tip-surface interaction, the circle shaped objects are well suited to find quantitative CPD dependence on the object size. In Fig. 4 one can see circles and ellipses of different size. Au (5.3-5.47 eV) has higher work function than Si (4.6-4.85 eV) [17] [18] and, thus, objects appear dark (Figs. 4 and 5) . CPD signal from the largest circle, having a diameter of 1.4 µm, has rather flat profile at the centre, whereas the CPD signal decreases for smaller circles and ellipses.
Moreover, upon a decrease of object lateral size the edge related artefacts [10, 15] become more pronounced (Fig. 4b) . To estimate the influence of electric field disturbance on edges and protrusions, the CPD and EFM signals were measured simultaneously with topography AFM signal (Figs. 4b,c) .
In both cases, the microscope measures the force caused by electric field at the cantilever resonance frequency. In EFM one can obtain the same signal, which is used for feedback loop operation during CPD measurement. We applied U dc =3 V during EFM measurement, which is higher, than CPD difference between Au and Si (0.1-0.15V) U dc >U s , in order to decrease EFM material related sensitivity. Actually, CPD signal measured by SKPM is a superposition of the true CPD and EFM signals (as well as EFM signal itself contains CPD signal). For demonstration of the electric field disturbance effect, we plotted CPD and EFM signals on one graph (Fig. 4d) . In the ideal case for CPD measurement, there should be no contrast in the EFM image to have a correct CPD signal. Thus, the EFM image may be used to estimate disturbance degree of the CPD signal.
However, we cannot precisely follow the decrease of CPD signal upon the decrease of objects size due to strong edge effects. To overcome this problem, one can use triangles with acute angle instead of set of circles with different size (Fig. 5) (Fig. 5d) .
We believe that CPD results performed by conventional SKPM instrument and conventional tips at ambient conditions on objects smaller than about 1 µm may be used only for qualitative or comparative measurement; otherwise both edge artefacts and CPD dependence on object size need to be taken in account.
Summary
Contact potential difference on the same samples was measured by macroscopic
Kelvin probe instrument and scanning Kelvin probe microscope at ambient conditions. CPD values measured by SKPM were about 10-30% smaller then the values obtained by MKP method. CPD signal dependence on the object size was investigated on isosceles triangles with acute angle and a set of circle-shaped objects having different diameters. We found that the CPD signal starts to decrease when object size becomes smaller than about 1.4 µm. The EFM signal measured simultaneously with the CPD ones helps to estimate the influence of electric field especially on sharp topographic features and small objects. 
